
Unit 1 | THE WORTH OF WORDS

ADDITIONAL WORD ELEMENTS

Elements Meanings

ROOTS

arch ruler, beginning

astro star

cap to take, seize

cogn to know

derm skin

fer to bear, carry

gam marriage

gen race or kind

gest to bear

gnos to know

graph to write

ject to throw

media middle

metro to measure

mon to warn

mort death

nasci to be born

neuro nerves

nym name

path sickness, feeling

pel, puls to drive

pli, plic to fold

pon, pos to put, place

port to carry

press to push

psych mind, behavior

rog to ask

scrib to write

socio society

soma body

Sta, sti to stand

PREFIXES

auto- self

bi- two

com-, con with

de- down, away

Sample Words

monarch

astronomy

captive

recognize

hypodermic

infer

monogamy

generation

gestation

agnostic

autograph

projection

median strip

metric system

admonish

immortality

Renaissance

neurologist

antonym

pathology

impel

complicate

dispose

import

compress

psychology

interrogate

script

sociology

psychosomatic

stature

automobile

bicycle

commit

detain
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ADDITIONAL WORD ELEMENTS

Elements Meanings

PREFIXES (cont'd)
dis- apart, not

homo- same

hyper- above, very

hypo- under, below

intra- between

iso- equal, similar

mono- one

against, away from

non- not

per- through, thoroughly

poly- many

pro- in favor of, before

re-. retro- back, again

sub- under, below

un- not

SUFFIXES

-ance, -ence condition

-ant, -ent one who acts, or believes

-ize to make similar to

-ship status, function

-ive tends toward an indicated action

-ity quality

Sample Words

distend

homogenize

hyperactive

hypodermic

intramural

isometrics

monogamy

object

nonacid

permit

polyglot

project

refer

submit

unnatural

importance

applicant

colonize

ownership

conducive

objectivity

Form new words. Using the charts as references, see how many new word combinations you can think of.

If you need to, use your dictionary.
fer

1.30 astro

1.31 cap
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b.

c.

d.

a.

b.

c.

d.

1.32

1.33 gn(os)

1.34 graph

a.

b.

c.

d.

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

d.



1.35 ject

1.36 mon

1.37 mort

1.38 neuro

1.39 nym

1.40 path

1.41 pos, pon

1.42 arch

1.43

1.44

1.45

1.46

1.47

1.48

I .49

1.50

1.51
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derm

gam

gene

gest

media

metro

nasci

rog

pel
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1.52 pli, plic

1.53 port

1.54 press

1.55 psych

b.

c.

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

b.

c.

1.56 Sta, sti

statu

sis, sto

sty

a.

b.

c.

d.

(All of these wörds are from the same 
root)

WORD CATEGORIES

The word technical comes from the Greek word
technikos, which means art, craft, or skill. It is similar
to the Greek word tekton, which means builder or
carpenter. The Latin word texere means to weave.
With this background information, you can see why
the word technical covers so many fields of work.

Every business has its own vocabulary, and most
businesses have a lingo, or jargon, all their own. A
lingo is a special vocabulary of a particular field of
interest.

Construction workers. Tekton means builder or
carpenter. Builders and carpenters have a lingo, a
set of technical terms. Construction terminology
has a flavor all its own. Starting at the bottom, the
concrete base for a foundation (that extends below
the frost line) is called the footing. The cement block
wall that spans the distance between the footing
and the floor is called the stem wall. When cement
is poured for the footing and the floor at one time,
it is called a monolithic pour. Mortar is mud, and
reinforcing steel bars are called rebar. When the
builder checks the straightness of a wall, he will
eyeball it or he might string it (stretch a string from

or the other). He lays the plate which is usually a
two-by-eight piece of redwood or pressure-treated
lumber that is bolted to the top of the stem wall. He

1.57 scrib a.

b.

c.

d.

Footing

Plate

Ridge Pole

Roof Joist

then builds the skeleton frame of two-by-fours; the
uprights of the frame are called studs. The uprights
and a surrounding frame of two-by-fours is put
together flat on the ground and raised into place
and nailed to the plate. The rafters may be nailed to
a ridgepole, or a truss (a triangular assemblage of
beams and rafters called trussings) may be used to
support the roof. To rock a wall is to nail the sheet
rock to the studs, after which a tape-and-bedding
machine, called a bazooka, prepares the wall for
texturing or for wallpaper or paneling.
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